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Abstract
For two given formulaeB and E withBE, hypothesis ﬁnding means to produce a formula H such thatB∧HE. Hypothesis
ﬁnding, or variants thereof, is central to various types of inference, e.g., abductive inference, inductive inference, machine learning,
and machine discovery. Clarifying the nature of hypothesis ﬁnding is still in its infancy, a situation similar to the establishment of
logical foundations of inference related to induction and discovery. Although trivial solutions to hypothesis ﬁnding are easy to give,
ﬁnding appropriate hypotheses still remains as a great challenge. A central role in this context plays the question, what it means for
a hypothesis to be appropriate? In this paper we propose an answer to this question, which is based on proof theoretical criteria.
This is in contrast to most previous approaches where appropriateness of hypotheses was based on concepts of semantical weakness
in classical logic. More precisely, we use provability in Relevance Logic instead of classical semantical entailment, we demand
utmost exploitation of the inferential potential (deductive content) inherent inB→ E and we demand H to be a minimal deductive
supplement to B → E. Along these lines we developed the concept of a minimized residue hypothesis which also constitutes an
interesting trade-off between ‘logical smallness’ and ‘syntactical smallness’.
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1. Introduction
Finding appropriate hypotheses to explain observations is a central activity towards discovering new theories.
Although hypothesis ﬁnding, or variants thereof, is central to various types of inference, e.g., abductive inference,
inductive inference, machine learning and machine discovery, clarifying the very nature of this problem seems to have
received rather limited interest. The objective of our research is to gain conceptual insight into its nature and to put it
on general grounds. To reach this objective we solicit support from symbolic logic in deﬁning and solving hypothesis
ﬁnding problems (HFP). Consequently, our results will provide logical foundations for types of inference, which are
related to induction and discovery, and in particular, related to the ﬁeld of inductive logic programming (ILP). To some
extent this will provide a useful framework in which existing methods of inference, like the ones listed above, can be
analyzed and new ones be designed.
In pursuit of this aim, this paper investigates criteria of appropriateness for hypothesis ﬁnding. For these investigations
the following question is the starting point: What does it mean for a hypothesis to be appropriate? In order to formalize
this question and to answer it, we deﬁne hypothesis ﬁnding, with reference to the seminal work of Plotkin [16], as
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a problem of logical inference, i.e., as the task to derive a hypothesis from observational examples and background
knowledge. We express each of the three mentioned constituents as a logical formula. Then lots of hypotheses, including
very trivial ones, might be derived from a pair consisting of background knowledge and an example, just as lots of
consequences are derivable from an axiom system in deductive logic.
With the existing methods for the types of inference listed above, it is often the case that a set of hypotheses is
generated and afterwards one of them is chosen as an appropriate one. For example, in the ﬁeld of machine learning
[2,5], a learning procedure is assumed to select one hypothesis for a given ﬁnite set of observational examples. New
observational examples might be added to the set, and according to the growth of this set the selected hypothesis may be
replaced by a new one. The main interest in this ﬁeld lies in the convergence of hypotheses selected this way, and in the
complexity of the selection processes. In contrast to work like that, our interest focuses on clarifying reasonable criteria
which permit to determine, on the basis of a general framework, the appropriate hypotheses in mere terms of logic,
and, in particular, independently from any aspects of problem areas to which hypothesis ﬁnding might be applied.
For this determination of appropriateness in terms of logic we propose to make use of proof theoretical criteria
for deﬁning and formalizing appropriateness of hypotheses. In previous approaches hypotheses were selected based
on criteria of logical smallness which were implemented as weakness in view of semantical entailment in classical
logic. Our approach means a shift from semantical to proof theoretical criteria. This means a shift from a preference
relation obtained by comparing hypotheses among themselves to a comparison of proofs, which in turn induces again
a preference relation on hypotheses. Since this preference relation takes into account the role played by a hypothesis
in a proof which explains the example, the hypothesis selected in the end is not only distinguished among all possible
hypotheses, but also among all possible deductive behaviors of hypotheses in proofs involving the given hypothesis
ﬁnding problem. In more concrete terms, with our approach we use provability in Relevance Logic, instead of classical
semantical entailment, we demand utmost exploitation of the inferential potential (deductive content) inherent in the
pair consisting of background knowledge and an example, and we demand an appropriate hypothesis to be a minimal
deductive supplement. Along these lines we developed the concept of a minimized residue hypothesis which also
constitutes an interesting trade-off between ‘logical smallness’ and ‘syntactical smallness’.
We represent our appropriateness criteria in terms of the Connection Method [3]. This method was originally
invented for theorem proving in classical logic, but was later generalized to certain non-classical logics as well (e.g.,
[22,6,11]). In contrast to other theorem proving methods it does not only provide a proof search procedure, but it also
has a declarative presentation of proofs at its basis. Due to this declarative characterization of proofs, the Connection
Method allows the analysis of proofs and the discussion of their properties independently of the way these proofs were
constructed. For our work on hypothesis ﬁnding the use of the Connection Method allows us to discuss and analyze
hypothesis concepts independently of potential procedures for their construction and thus facilitates the extraction
of their conceptual content. This constitutes an advantage over previous approaches to hypothesis ﬁnding where the
deﬁnition of a hypothesis concept is usually mingled with—if not entirely concealed in—a respective procedure for its
construction and is often interwoven with its application as well.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2wepresent the gist of our approach. In Section 3wegive an introduction
to the Connection Method; apart from basic notions we also present advanced concepts which are necessary in our
context and which in part were especially developed for it. In Section 4 we deﬁne the concepts of residue hypothesis
and of minimized residue hypothesis. In Section 5 we compare our approach to others: We show that it is possible
to obtain hypotheses which are beyond reach for previous approaches and we compare concepts of relevance in ILP,
abduction, etc. with concepts of relevance in logic.
This paper is a revised version of the paper presented by the authors at ALT’02 [7].
2. Outline of our approach
In view of our ambition to approach the problem of hypothesis ﬁnding in very general terms, we deﬁne this problem
as follows, ﬁrst for the propositional case and later in Section 4.3 for the ﬁrst order case:
Deﬁnition 1. We deﬁne a propositional HFP as a pair (B,E) of two propositional formulae B and E , where we
assume that BE . A solution to the HFP(B,E) is given by any propositional formula H , such that B∧HE . (B ,
E and H are called background theory, example and hypothesis respectively.)
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If there were only few solutions to a HFP, and perhaps hard to ﬁnd as well, then hypothesis ﬁnding would be just a
technical issue of logic engineering. However, lots of easily obtainable solutions may exist for a given HFP. Therefore,
it seems to be worth while to think ﬁrst quite generally about different solutions to hypothesis ﬁnding, to study their
respective quality and variation, their fortes and shortcomings—thus achieving also some conceptual insight into the
nature of hypothesis ﬁnding—and, having once conceived an interesting hypothesis concept and developed respective
algorithmic methods for its construction, to tune it to speciﬁc application ﬁelds. By doing so, we were rewarded with
a hypothesis ﬁnding framework which proved quite helpful in discussing questions like which hypotheses are easy to
ﬁnd or which are missing due to which restriction inherent in certain approaches (see [25]). The aim of this paper is to
answer the question about reasonable criteria which permit to determine the appropriate hypotheses in mere terms of
logic, i.e., independently of domain knowledge and heuristics of speciﬁc application ﬁelds.
Looking quite generally at different solutions of a HFP, it turns out that an appropriate hypothesis H should be
distinguished by the following hypothesis criteria.
(LC) H should be ‘logically small’ in order to avoid ‘overstrengthening’ or ‘overspecializing’ of B when adding H .
For instance, if for two hypotheses H1 and H2 it holds that H1 −→ H2 , then we tend to prefer H2 .
(SC) H should be ‘syntactically small’ in order to emphasize its ‘essence’.
To our experience syntactically larger hypotheses tend to be crowded with unessential parts (cf. Example 10 later
and remarks at the end of Example 10). In addition, syntactical smallness will also prevent an explosion of iteratively
constructed background theories B ∧ H .
A borderline between these two types of criteria might be drawn as follows: a criterion is syntactical if it depends on
the hypothesis itself—e.g., length of formula, its Kolmogorov complexity, instantiation depth, etc.—while a criterion
is logical if it concerns the relationship of a hypothesis to other formulae—e.g., subsumption of other hypotheses,
properties of its relationship to B and E , etc.
How these criteria are met or missed by hypotheses is easily exempliﬁed by such trivial ones as E and B→ E:
• The hypothesis E has the advantageous property of being in general rather small in size. However, a hypothesis
which is identical to the given observational example is absolutely independent of the background theory, and
therefore E is logically by far too strong.
• On the other hand, the hypothesis B→ E is logically extremely weak. However, we think that it relies on too much
of the background theory and we will develop stronger alternatives. Moreover, iterated use of this type of hypothesis
is among the ‘worst cases’ of exponential explosion of the background theory.
In this paper we will deﬁne hypothesis concepts which constitute an interesting trade-off between these two types of
criteria (SC) and (LC). For this purpose, a central idea is to exploit logical notions of relevance.
Relevance has been investigated for a long time in the ﬁeld of deductive logic and has been worked out as a
modiﬁcation of classical logic. The intuition is that the classical concept of derivability is restricted such that a formula
is derived as a conclusion in Relevance Logic, only if, in addition, it is deductively related to all premises [4,1].
This means, that this concept of deductive relevance is a criterion of appropriateness concerning conclusions. Our
proposal is to perceive this relevance concept of deductive logic as a criterion of appropriateness of hypotheses, and
the special types of hypotheses—called residue hypotheses and minimized residue hypotheses—to be deﬁned in this
paper, will—among other properties—satisfy this kind of appropriateness.
Inspired by the deductive concept of relevance, we propose to make the criterion (SC) more explicit through the
following criteria (LP.a-c), i.e., we propose to model ‘logical smallness’ of a hypothesis H for a HFP(B,E) by the
following proof theoretical properties, which include, but also go beyond, deductive relevance:
(LP.a) There exists a proof of B ∧ H → E which makes use of all ‘constituents’ of B and E . In other words, we
require H to be logically as ‘weak’ that a proof is achieved with the support of all of B and E .
(LP.b) H exploits as much as possible the deductive content of HFP(B,E) . In other words, in the proof of B∧H→ E
preference is given to partial deductions which are constructible from subformulae of B→ E over partial deductions
which use subformulae of H .
(LP.c) H constitutes a minimal deductive supplement to B → E , i.e., we try to add a hypothesis H to B → E such
that only rather few partial deductions are added to the inferential potential contained in B→ E .
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We will illustrate the criteria (LP.a-c) by some examples:
1. The hypothesis E is a counter example to all of them: a proof of B ∧ E → E , derived from E → E , would make
no use of anything of B , and as a consequence, it would disregard B’s deductive content at all. Moreover, in case
that part of E is derivable from B , then the entire E is obviously no minimal deductive supplement.
2. The hypothesis B → E would lead to a proof by modus ponens which would make use of all of B and of all
of E as well, because it derives E entirely: (LP.a) holds. However, apart from cases where there is no deductive
content in B and E , it does not respect it at all. We might say that the entire proof ‘runs outside’ of B and E , and
consequently (LP.b) does not hold.
3. If B is just a conjunction of literals K1 ∧ · · · ∧ Kn and E a literal L /∈ {K1, . . . , Kn} , then there is no deductive
content in B→ E and (LP.b) holds trivially. But K1 → L would be a hypothesis such that (LP.a) does not hold.
4. Different deductive supplements will be seen with our running example, in particular in Example 8 where the
deductive supplement, i.e., the hypothesis, is reduced.
In Section 4 we will deﬁne a series of hypothesis concepts which capture more and more of the criteria (LP.a-c). We
will also provide exact deﬁnitions of these criteria in terms of the Connection Method.
3. Technical background: Connection Method and Relevance Logic
The Connection Method constitutes a framework for representing proofs independently of their construction. For this
reason it is ideally suited for the study of logical concepts with focus on their essence and independently of algorithmic
aspects.
We will introduce in Section 3.1 standard facts and terminology of the Connection Method for classical propositional
logic and in Section 3.3 we will discuss the standard Connection Method for classical ﬁrst-order logic. (The latter
material is only used in Section 4.3.) Readers familiar with [3] can skip these two sections.
We will introduce additional concepts in Section 3.2, which are fundamental for this paper. Finally, in Section 3.4
we will give an introduction to Relevance Logic and in Section 3.5 we will deal with Multiplicative Relevance Logic
by means of the Connection Method. (This material is only used in Section 4.4.)
3.1. Basis concepts
We deﬁne a (normal form) matrix as a set of sets (columns) of occurrences of literals, i.e., a column may contain
more than one occurrence of the same logical literal. Logical literals are propositional variables or their negations. In
matrices we denote negation by overlining, i.e., we write P instead of ¬P (with P a propositional variable or a literal).
(Quite generally we will denote by overlining of (parts of) matrices or of other structures the negation of the literals
therein.)
The need to distinguish different occurrences of literals stems from Relevance Logic (see Section 3.4). Without this
requirement the matrix properties demanded in our deﬁnition of a relevant hypothesis could not be fulﬁlled. (Different
occurrences of (logical) literals will be distinguished by upper indexes, e.g., L1 , L2 for occurrences of the (logical)
literal L. We will sometimes omit the upper index if no confusion may arise, e.g., if there are no different occurrences
which must be distinguished. If we speak of literals in (parts of) matrices, we usually refer to occurrences, otherwise
not.)
It is convenient to denote by − the reﬂexive transitive closure of ∈ (set membership), and thus writing L − M
when we want to speak about an occurrence of a literal in a column of M .
We denote by m the usual translation of a formula into a set of clauses (now also called columns). However, in
contrast to the traditional refutative translation, and following a tradition of the Connection Method, we will not ﬁrst
negate the formula, and therefore we translate in an afﬁrmative way. Consequently, our normal form matrices do not
represent a conjunction of disjunctions (CNF), but a disjunction of conjunctions (DNF).1
1 Whether DNF or CNF is used is of minor importance, because the resulting matrices are ‘absolutely’ dual: positive literals just turn into negative
ones and vice versa. This means the same connections! The refutative CNF is to be preferred if we will compare the Connection Method with other
refutative calculi as e.g., resolution, tableaux, while the afﬁrmative DNF is to be preferred if we will compare the Connection Method with other
afﬁrmative calculi as, for instance, Hilbert calculi, natural deduction or sequent calculus. Since we refer to a comparison with sequent calculus in
Section 3.4, it is better to use the afﬁrmative DNF.
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Fig. 1. Matrix of Example. 1 Fig. 2. Matrix with connections and a non-complementary path.
Example 1. For the formula F := ((C → P) ∧ (S ∧ P → K)) → (C → K) we get the (afﬁrmative) matrix
m(F ) = {{C,P }, {S, P,K}, C,K} .
This matrix can be presented graphically as shown in Fig. 1 (which also explains why clauses are called columns).
A path p in a matrix M is a set of (occurrences of) literals where we choose exactly one literal from each column
of M . For instance, the matrix in Fig. 1 has the paths {C, S,C,K} , {C,P,C,K} , {C,K,C,K} , {P , S, C,K} ,
{P ,P,C,K} and {P ,K,C,K} . Two (logical) literals K and L are called complementary, if there is a propositional
variable P and K = P and L = P or vice versa. Since for an arbitrary formula F, it holds that ¬¬F is equivalent to F,
we make the convention that K denotes the literal being complementary to the literal K, where K may be a propositional
variable or its negation. A connection in a matrix M is an unordered pair of occurrences of complementary literals
L − M and K − M , denoted by (L,K) or (K,L) . We denote by SM the set of all connections of the matrix M .
A path p in a matrix M is a complementary path with respect to a set of connections S , if p contains a connection of
S , i.e., there are occurrences of literals L − M and K − M with (K,L) ∈ S and K,L ∈ p . A set of connections
S is called spanning for a matrix M iff every path in M contains at least one connection from S .
The Main Theorem of the Connection Method for classical propositional logic states that a formula F is a theorem
iff for the matrix m(F ) the set of all connections is spanning.
The intuition behind this theorem is as follows: while a matrix can be seen as a disjunction of columns, where
the columns are understood as conjunctions of their literals, we can also construct an equivalent formula as the
conjunction of the matrix’s paths, where the paths are seen as disjunctions of their literals. The existence of a non-
complementary path in amatrixmeans thatwe can easily ﬁnd an interpretationwhichmakes this path false just by assign-
ing false to every literal in this path. This falsiﬁes the conjunction of the matrix’s paths and thus falsiﬁes the equivalent
matrix.
Example 2. In order to show the intuition underlying the Main Theorem of the Connection Method let us consider
again the matrix from Example 1 (Fig. 1), but now together with all its connections (Fig. 2).
As we see, the set of all connections (depicted by curved lines) of this matrix is not spanning, because there is the
non-complementary path {P , S, C,K} depicted by a series of thick straight lines. (Note that all other paths in this
matrix are complementary.)
3.2. Special concepts of the Connection Method
For classical logic it holds that if there is a spanning set of connections for a matrix, then the set of all connections is
also spanning.More generally, the property ‘spanning’ of a set of connections is inherited by all supersets.Unfortunately,
this inheritance by supersets does not hold for certain interesting properties of sets of connections, e.g., properties like
minimality and acyclicity which we are going to deﬁne below and which are essential for characterizing Relevance
Logic. For this reason we cannot simply always consider the set of all connections for a given matrix, but we will
rather focus on subsets with interesting properties and, as a consequence, we have to state explicitly which set of
connections we are dealing with. This leads to the concept of a matrix graph (M,S) , i.e., a pair consisting of a
matrix M and a particular subset S of the set SM of all connections. A complementary matrix graph is a matrix
graph (M,S) such that S is a spanning set of connections for M . Moreover, the consideration of different sets of
connections for a given matrix leads to the distinction between absolute properties of a matrix M , which are those
valid in (M,SM) and properties relative to a particular set S of connections, i.e., properties which are valid in the
matrix graph (M,S) .
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Fig. 3. Complementary matrix M3 .
Fig. 4. Matrix with different minimal subspanning sets.
We call a connection (K,L) superﬂuous in a matrix graph (M,S) iff every path p in M with K,L ∈ p contains
a further connection from S . A set of connections S for a matrix M is minimal iff for every connection (K,L) ∈ S ,
there exists a path in M which contains no connections in S \ {(K,L)} , i.e., iff no connection in S is superﬂuous
in (M,S) . As a combination we get that a matrix graph (M,S) is minimal complementary iff it is complementary
and minimal. In this case we also say that S is a minimal spanning set of connections for M .
Example 3. Let us consider the complementary matrix M3 of Fig. 3. The singleton set of connections S = {(B, B)}
is trivially minimal: it makes the path {A,A,B,B} complementary, which would be non-complementary in the matrix
graph (M3,∅) . However, adding the connection (A,A) to S would result in a set S′ which is no more minimal:
the connection {(B, B)} would become superﬂuous. Note that S′ is spanning, while S is not. The set of connections
{(A,A)} is minimal spanning.
Complementarity and spanning sets are central concepts if we have to deal with matrices which represent theorems.
However, in this paper we have to deal with matrices which stem from the formula B → E which is no theorem.
As a consequence, we have to introduce a weaker substitute of the spanning property. Therefore, we deﬁne that a set
of connections S ⊂ SM is subspanning for a matrix M iff all absolutely complementary paths in M—i.e., all
paths which are complementary in (M,SM)—are also complementary in (M,S) . (SM is a trivial example of a
subspanning set of connections.)
In analogy to above we deﬁne that a set of connections S ⊂ SM is minimal subspanning for the matrix M if it
is subspanning and minimal.
Note that minimality is a kind of equipoise to subspanningness as it is a property inherited by subsets of connections,
while subspanningness is inherited by supersets.
Example 4. Let us consider the matrix in Fig. 4 which is not absolutely complementary due to the non-complementary
path {B,A1, C,A2,D} . Dropping alternatively the connection (A1, A) or (A2, A) from the set of all connections,
we obtain two different minimal subspanning sets of connections for this matrix.
A literal in a matrix graph (M,S) is connected iff it is part of a connection in S . Otherwise it is unconnected.
We deﬁne the degree of connectedness of (an occurrence of) a literal L in a set of connections S as the number of
connections it is involved in:
#S(L) := card({K | (L,K) ∈ S}).
We omit the subscript and just write #(L) if S is clear from the context. In case of #(L) > 1 we will say that L is
multiply connected. For instance, in the matrix M of Fig. 4, together with the set of all connections, the literal A has
degree 2 of connectedness, i.e., #SM(A) = 2, while all other literals have degree 1. A part of a matrix graph—e.g.,
a column, a path, etc.—is connected iff it contains a connected literal, it is totally connected iff all its literals are
connected, and it is isolated iff none of its literals is connected.
Given a matrix graph (M,S) with M in normal form. A list
C = [[L1,K1], . . . , [Ln,Kn]]
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Fig. 5. Connection chains and cycles.
of ordered pairs of different occurrences of literals from M such that {(L1,K1), . . . , (Ln,Kn)} ⊂ S is called a
connection chain iff for i = 1, . . . , n−1 it holds that Ki and Li+1 are in the same column of M , i.e., for each i exists
a column Ci ∈ M with Ki, Li+1 ∈ Ci . (Ki and Li+1 are called a vertical pair.) If Kn and L1 are in the same column
as well—i.e., there exists a column C ∈ M with Kn,L1 ∈ C—then the connection chain is called closed, otherwise
open. A closed connection chain is called a cycle iff different vertical pairs Ki and Li+1 (and also the closing vertical
pair Kn and L1 ) are in different columns. If a matrix graph contains no cycle, then it is called acyclic.
Example 5. Let us consider the two matrix graphs in Fig. 5. The matrix graph on the left contains the open con-
nection chain [[A,A], [B,B], [C,C]] with the two vertical pairs A,B and C,B , and the matrix graph on the
right contains the cycle [[A,A], [B,B], [C,C]] with the vertical pairs A,B and C,B and the closing vertical
pair C,A .
3.3. First-order Connection Method
The ﬁrst-order logic extension of the Connection Method goes, as usual, via Herbrand’s Theorem (see [3]). A ﬁrst-
order formula is transformed into Skolem normal form which is then transformed into clausal form, thus obtaining
a matrix. In case of an afﬁrmative translation into disjunctive normal form, due to not negating the formula, the
universally quantiﬁed variables must be Skolemized. Having obtained a matrix this way, an instantiation of a set of
copies of columns (with renaming of variables) with ground terms yields a new matrix, a so-called compound (ground)
instance.
Since such a compound instance is a ground matrix, i.e., variable-free, all concepts deﬁned for propositional matrices
carry over in a straightforward manner.
The Main Theorem of the Connection Method for classical ﬁrst-order logic says that a formula F is a theorem iff for
a compound instance of the matrix m(F ) the set of all connections is spanning.
3.4. Multiplicative Relevance Logic
The origin of Relevance Logic is cast in the idea that a formula F should only be a consequence of a formula A, if
A ‘is relevant to’ F. More operationally spoken, this means to accept only those deductions where all the assumptions
in A are really involved in getting the conclusion F, or again in other words, classical proofs should be liberated from
unused assumptions thus permitting only ‘factual dependencies’ between assumptions and conclusions [4,1].
How assumptions may enter a derivation in classical logic without being used varies in different calculi. We will use
sequent calculus for our presentation. The fundamental construct of sequent calculus is the sequent which is a pair of
lists F1, . . . , Fn and G1, . . . ,Gm of formulae. Such a pair is denoted by F1, . . . , Fn G1, . . . ,Gm . The intuition is
that a sequent is just another notation for the formula F1 ∧ · · · ∧ Fn → G1 ∨ · · · ∨ Gn . (This intuition should be kept
in mind when looking at the rules given in the sequel.)
For deriving sequents from sequents there are logical rules which introduce connectives into sequents and structural
rules which just modify the structure of sequents. A formula F is called a theorem (of the logic speciﬁed by the rules)
if the sequent F is derivable.
The structural rules for classical logic are the following ( , ′ ,  and ′ refer to lists of formulae.): the axiom Id
and the cut rule Cut
Id
A  A
Cut   A, 
′, A  ′
,′  ,′
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and the following rules of weakening, exchange and contraction:
Weak
  
A,  
  
  , B
Exch
, A, B,′  
, B,A,′  
  ′, A, B,
  ′, B,A,
Contr , A,A,
′  
, A,′  
  ′, B, B,
  ′, B,
The most well-known way of formalizing a concept of theoremhood on the basis that all assumptions shall be used in
a derivation leads to the abolishment of weakening, i.e., by dropping the two weakening rules from sequent calculus
of classical logic.
Abandoning these rules has the side effect that the equivalence between different ways to introduce the logical
connectives ∧ , ∨ and → is destroyed, e.g., we lose the equivalence of the set of rules consisting of
, A, B 
, A ∧ B  and
 A,, ′ B,′
,′ A ∧ B,,′ (1)
and, on the other hand, the set of rules consisting of
, A 
, A ∧ B  ,
, A 
, B ∧ A  and
 A,  B,
 A ∧ B, (2)
both for conjunction introduction. Similar equivalences are lost for disjunction and implication.
As a consequence, according to the different ways of introduction, connectives are split up into two different sets:
multiplicative and additive ones, or intensional and extensional ones as they were called in former times. (The set
of rules (1) above now represents the multiplicative conjunction while the set of rules (2) represents the additive
conjunction.)
For our purpose the multiplicative logical rules
R∧
  A,′   B,′
,  A ∧ B,′,′ L∧
, A, B  
, A ∧ B  
R−→
, A  B,
  A −→ B, L−→
  A,′ , B  ′
,, A −→ B  ′,′
R∨
  A,B,
  A ∨ B, L∨
, A  ′ , B  ′
,, A ∨ B  ′,′
are more suitable. In the following the set of formulae derivable with the rules L∧ , R∧ , L∨ , R∨ , L−→ , R−→ , Contr,
Exch, Cut and Id, but without weakening, will be called the theorems of the Multiplicative Fragment of Relevance
Logic (without truth values).
3.5. Non-normal form matrices
For characterizing multiplicative Relevance Logic in terms of the Connection Method we have to use matrices in non-
normal form, because the absence of weakening also destroys the distributive laws among multiplicative connectives,
which are indispensable laws for the transformation to clausal form. In contrast to normal form matrices, matrices
in non-normal form have arbitrarily deep nestings, i.e., they are a set of sets of sets of sets . . . , respectively a row
of columns of rows of columns . . . In other words, in non-normal form matrices a column may not only consist of
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Fig. 6. A matrix in non-normal form.
literals, but may contain entire matrices as elements. With the absence of weakening we also lose the idempotence
of conjunction and disjunction in the multiplicative fragment for which reason we have to build matrices not from
(logical) literals as we may do in classical logic, but from occurrences of literals. We denote by mo the matrix
translation of a formula into a (non-normal form) matrix, where we keep different occurrences of subformulae as
different matrix parts. (This means that this translation makes neither use of distributive laws nor of idempotence of ∧
and ∨ .) Extending mo by the use of distributive laws yields the matrix translation m2o which generates normal form
matrices, i.e., of maximal nesting depth 2, where still different occurrences of a logical literal may exist in the same
column.
For non-normal form matrices we generalize the path concept inductively as follows: a path p in a row N =
{C1, . . . , Cn} is the (necessarily disjoint) union of paths p1 in M1 , . . . , pn in Mn with Mi ∈ Ci or—in case of
Ci being a literal—Mi = Ci . If Ci or Mi is an occurrence L1 of a logical literal L, then the path pi is {L1} . How
complementarity as well as most other matrix properties carry over to matrices in non-normal form is rather obvious.
For the generalization to non-normal form of further more complicated concepts, like, for instance, acyclicity, we refer
to [6]. Let us just mention that horizontal copying of (occurrences of) columns may now occur in every (sub)row of a
matrix, i.e., at arbitrary nesting depth.
Example 6. Let us give some examples for the concepts just introduced.
For instance, for a formula F = (A ∧ (B ∨ A)) ∨ ¬B we would get the matrices mo(F ) = {{A, {B,A}}, B} and
m2o(F ) = {{A,B}, {A,A}, B} .
Fig. 6 shows a graphical representation of mo(F ) . The column on the left has two rows of which the lower one has
again two columns.
The matrix has two paths, namely {A,B} and {B,A,B} .
Our treatment of Relevance Logic with the Connection Method is based on the following Theorem 1—which we
cite without proof—of which we just need a simpler version, namely Theorem 2 below, whose proof requires Lemma
1 below. After Theorem 2 we will give intuitive explanations of its contents.
Theorem 1 (see Theorems 35 and 78 in [6]). Let F be a propositional formula and M its translation mo(F ) into a
non-normal form matrix. Then, F is a theorem of multiplicative Relevance Logic iff there exists a totally connected,
acyclic and minimal complementary matrix graph (M∗,S) , where M∗ has been obtained from M through horizontal
copying of columns.2
Lemma 1. If (M,S) is a normal-form matrix graph which is minimal complementary and totally connected, then
there exists a matrix graph (M′,S′) , where M′ is obtained from M by horizontal copying of columns, which in
addition to being minimal complementary and totally connected, is also acyclic. (Note that M and M′ are logically
equivalent.)
Proof. We create (M′,S′) from (M,S)—where we assume M = {C1, . . . , Cm}—as follows:
Decomposition: We choose a cycle in (M,S) and a column C1 ∈ M , C1 = {L1, . . . , Ln} , which contains a vertical
pair of literals of the chosen cycle. We build the vertical restrictions {Li} ∪ (M \ {C1}) (i = 1, . . . , n) of (M,S) .
For each of these matrices we choose a minimal spanning set of connections Si from S|{Li }∪(M\{C1}) and deﬁne Ni
2 In [6] linearity was required in addition, but this condition is superﬂuous as it can always be achieved via horizontal copying. In addition,
horizontal copying of rows was permitted as well in the construction of M∗ , but this was only convenient for the proof of the theorem and can
always be replaced by horizontal copying of columns.
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as the set of columns from M \ {C1} which are connected by Si . Then all the matrix graphs ({Li} ∪ Ni ,Si ) are
minimal complementary and totally connected for the following reasons: (1) Since {Li}∪Ni ⊂ {Li}∪ (M\ {C1}) and
({Li} ∪ (M \ {C1}),Si ) minimal complementary, also ({Li} ∪ Ni ,Si ) is minimal complementary. (2) Li must be
connected in Si , because otherwise (M,Si ) would be a minimal complementary matrix graph which is not totally
connected.
Composition: If none of the matrix graphs ({Li} ∪ Ni ,Si ) contains a cycle, we deﬁne (M′,S′) := ({C1}
·∪
·⋃
n
i=1Ni ,
·⋃
n
i=1Si ) (as disjoint unions with respective copies of the literal occurrences).
For n = 2 and w.r.t.g. (without restriction to generality)N1 = {C2, . . . , Ck} and N2 = {Cl , . . . , Ch} where l ≤ k
may hold, we get the following picture:
If some of the matrix graphs ({Li}∪Ni ,Si ) contain cycles, we continue applying decomposition steps to them. Since
the number of cycles per individual matrix graph decreases with each step, the decomposition process will eventually
end.
When composing the iteratively obtained matrix graphs into bigger ones, the problem may occur that instead of
a matrix {Li} ∪ Ni we have {L1i , . . . , Lpi } ∪ Ni . In this case we may replace the different L1i , . . . , Lpi by a single
occurrence L0i which takes all the connections. This is possible, because no cycle can be created this way due to no
increase of vertical relationships.
Again for the case n = 2: suppose that ({L1} ∪ N1,S1) contains a cycle which we can ‘break’ by applying to
column C2 ∈ N1 the decomposition step described above. We assume C2 = {K1,K2} and assume w.r.t.g. that we
get submatrices N ′1 = {C3, . . . , Cr , L1} and N ′2 = {Cs , . . . , Cg, L1} of {L1} ∪ N1 , where s ≤ r may hold. Then the
composition step described above yields at ﬁrst:
This matrix contains the column L1 twice, which leads into troubles when composing with {L2} ∪N2 . Merging the
two columns L1 solves the problem. 
Theorem 2. Let M be the following normal form matrix:
{{L11, . . . , Ln1}, . . . , {L1m, . . . , Lnm}}
which can be obtained as translation of the following formula F:
(L11 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln1) ∨ · · · ∨ (L1m ∧ · · · ∧ Lnm).
Then, F is a theorem of multiplicative Relevance Logic if there is a totally connected and minimal complementary
matrix graph (M∗,S) , where M∗ has been obtained from M through horizontal copying of columns.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 1 with Lemma 1 which says that in normal form matrices acyclicity can
always be achieved by horizontal coying. 
Theorem 2 reﬂects our big concern to accept only proofs which make use of all what is given. Therefore, the
total connectedness. Since total connectedness may sometimes be achieved by superﬂuous connections—just consider
the matrix for the formula (A ∨ ¬A) ∨ (B ∨ ¬B) together with the set of all connections—we must require total
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connectedness for a minimal spanning set. For some formulae who are derivable without weakening, this cannot be
achieved with the matrix directly obtained from them, but we have to allow copies of clauses. For instance, the formula
(B ∧ ¬A)∨ (A∧ ¬B)∨ ¬B ∨A can be derived in the sequent calculus without weakening: the subformula B ∧ ¬A
must be generated twice and then contracted, which in the matrix corresponds to a second column {B,A} .
4. Relevant hypothesis concepts
With the concepts of the Connection Method introduced in the previous section we are now ready to deﬁne the
hypothesis concepts of residue hypothesis Hr and minimized residue hypothesis Hr (Deﬁnitions 2 and 4). We will
deﬁne them in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for the propositional case and in Section 4.3 for the ﬁrst-order case.
4.1. Residue hypothesis
In order to solve a given hypothesis ﬁnding problem, the matrix m(B→ E) obtainable from the background theory
and the example, must be extended in such a way that all non-complementary paths extend to complementary ones.
An easy way to achieve this is by adding the negated non-complementary paths as additional columns to the matrix.
This leads to the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2. For a HFP(B,E) we proceed as follows:
1. We obtain from B and E the respective normal form matrices B := m(¬B) and E := m(E) , and we denote by
M̂ the matrix B ∪ E , i.e., M̂ = m(B→ E) .
2. Let n be the number of columns of the matrix M̂ . We denote by P−M̂ the set {p1, . . . , pm} of all absolutely
non-complementary paths in M̂ . With pi = {Li1, . . . , Lin} we deﬁne the matrix Hr := {pi | pi ∈ P−M̂} , where
pi = {Li1, . . . , Lin} . Moreover, we deﬁne the matrix Mr := M̂ ∪Hr .
In addition, we denote by  the mapping which maps each literal Lij ∈ pi ∈ Hr to the literal Lij ∈ pi ∈ P−M̂ ,
i.e., each restriction of  to a column pi ∈ Hr is a bijective mapping to the path pi .
3. For a minimal subspanning S ⊂ SM̂ we deﬁne Sr := S ∪ TrM̂ with TrM̂ := {(L,(L)) |L − Hr} .
We call (Mr ,Sr ) the residue matrix graph.
4. From Hr = {pi | pi ∈ P−M̂} = {{L11, . . . , L1n}, . . . , {Lm1, . . . , Lmn}} or directly from P
−
M̂ = {{L11, . . . , L1n},
. . . , {Lm1, . . . , Lmn}} we deﬁne the residue hypothesis Hr as the formula
(L11 ∨ · · · ∨ L1n) ∧ · · · ∧ (Lm1 ∨ · · · ∨ Lmn)
This means that Hr can be understood as a matrix translation of ¬Hr where we preserve different occurrences of
literals in ¬Hr .
The subsets of Mr stemming from B , E and Hr are called the B-part, E-part and H-part. In case of the H-part we
will also speak of the hypothesis part.
Example 7. Let us discuss Deﬁnition 2 for the background theory B7 := (C → P) ∧ (S ∧ P → K) and the
example E7 := C → K .
We have the matrix M̂7 := {{C,P }, {S, P,K}, C,K}—which we obtain as m(B7 → E7)—and we choose
the set SM̂7 of all its possible connections, which is already minimal subspanning. (Note that this matrix graph
has been already considered in Example 2.) It has exactly one absolutely non-complementary path {P , S, C,K} ,
which yields the residue matrix graph (Mr7,Sr7) with Mr7 := M̂7 ∪ Hr7 with Hr7 := {{P, S, C,K}} and Sr7 :=
SM̂7 ∪ {(P, P ), (S, S), (C,C), (K,K)} .
What we get graphically is shown in Fig. 7 (the vertical lines separate B-part, E-part and H-part).
From Hr7 we get the residue hypothesis Hr7 := ¬P ∨ S ∨ ¬C ∨ K .
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Fig. 7. Example of a residue hypothesis.
We will now explicate the criterion (LP.a) by deﬁning the concept of a relevant hypothesis and prove thereafter that
the residue hypothesis is of this kind.
Deﬁnition 3. A solution H of a HFP(B,E) is called a relevant hypothesis iff, for a suitable normal form matrix for
B ∧ H→ E , there exists a set of connections which is minimal spanning and connects all literals of the matrix.
Speaking of relevant hypotheses is justiﬁed by investigations which showed that the matrix properties imposed on a
proof/matrix inDeﬁnition 3 do not lead to a completely new logic, but are thosewhichmust be satisﬁed by a normal form
matrix for representing a proof in multiplicative Relevance Logic (see Section 4.4). Recall that the original motivation
for the development of Relevance Logic coincides with (LP.a).
Theorem 3. Given a normal form matrix M̂ obtained from a HFP(B,E) as in Deﬁnition 2, which, as a consequence,
is not absolutely complementary. Then it holds for every minimal subspanning S ⊂ SM̂ that the residue matrix graph
(Mr ,Sr ) is minimal complementary and totally connected. This implies that Hr is a relevant hypothesis (in the sense
of Deﬁnition 3).
Proof. The matrix graph (Mr ,Sr ) is complementary, because every path p in Mr is either the continuation of an
already complementary path in (M̂,S) , and consequently complementary, or the continuation of a non-complementary
path p′ in (M̂,S) . In the latter case, we argue that each continuation p of p′ must go through a literal L in the column
p′ ∈ Hr , and with (L) ∈ p′ we conclude that p contains the connection (L,(L)) ∈ Sr .
For showing total connectedness of (Mr ,Sr ) we assume that there is a literal L − Mr which is isolated in
(Mr ,Sr ) . L cannot be in Hr , because (L,(L)) ∈ Sr for all literals L − Hr . Therefore, L − M̂ . Since (M̂,S) is
not complementary, there exists a non-complementary path p . We deﬁne p′ := (p\ (p∩C))∪{L} where L ∈ C ∈ M̂ .
p′ is neither complementary in (M̂,S) , because L is isolated. Consequently, there must exist a column p′ ∈ Hr and a
connection in Sr between L and a literal K ∈ p′ , i.e., L = (K) , in contradiction to the assumption that L is isolated
in (Mr ,Sr ) .
For minimality we have to show that for each connection (K,L) ∈ Sr there exists a path in Mr which contains no
further connection from Sr .
If (K,L) ∈ S then there exists a path p in M̂ with K,L ∈ p , which contains no further connection from S ,
because S is minimal subspanning. Let {p1, . . . , pm} be the set of all non-complementary paths in (M̂,S) . As a
complementary path, p must be different from each path pi by at least one literal Li ∈ pi and Li /∈ p . This implies
that the continuation p∗ = p∪ {L1, . . . , Lm} of p through the literals Li ∈ pi ∈ Hr corresponding to the Li contains
no further connection, because the only connections (Li,(Li)) = (Li, Li) of the Li are not in p∗ .
Similarly, for each connection (L,(L)) ∈ Sr \ S exists a non-complementary path, say p1 , in (M̂,S) with
(L) ∈ p1 such that its extension p1 ∪ {L} by the literal L − Hr only contains the connection (L,(L)) . Since all
other non-complementary paths {p2, . . . , pm} in (M̂,S) must differ from p1 by at least one literal Ki (i = 2, . . . , m) ,
the continuation p∗1 = p1 ∪ {L} ∪ {K2, . . . , Km} of p1 ∪ {L} through the corresponding literals Ki ∈ pi ∈ Hr
(i = 2, . . . , m) does not contain a further connection from Sr .
It is evident that Hr is a relevant hypothesis. 
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The next theorem shows that the residue hypothesis is least general3 among all hypotheses, and that it is unique up
to logical equivalence.
Theorem 4. The formula Hr is a least general hypothesis for a HFP(B,E) under logical entailment, that is, Hr is
implied by all other hypotheses H for which exists a complementary matrix graph of B ∧ H → E . Furthermore, we
get that Hr is equivalent to B→ E .
Proof. IfB∧H→E is valid, theremust exist a complementarymatrix graph (M∗,S∗) with M∗ = m(¬B ∨ ¬H ∨ E) .
We deﬁne M̂ := m(¬B ∨ E) and H∗ := m(¬H) , both understood as subsets of M∗ .
For every non-complementary path p in M̂ we get through vertical restriction in (M∗,S∗) the complementary
matrix graph (p ∪H∗,Sp) with Sp := S∗|p∪H∗ (iterative application of Lemma 24 in [6]).
With p1, . . . , pn the set of all non-complementary paths in M̂ we get the (non-normal form) matrix graph
(M∗∗,S∗∗) with M∗∗ := {{p1, . . . , pn}} ∪ H∗ and S∗∗ :=
⋃n
i=1Spi , which can be visualized graphically as
follows:
∗
(M∗∗,S∗∗) is complementary, because each path in M∗∗ is the continuation of a path pi through H∗ , which is
complementary due to the set of connections Spi ⊂ S∗∗ .
According to Deﬁnition 2, the matrix {{p1, . . . , pn}} is a representation of Hr . With H∗ a matrix representation of
¬H , the matrix {{p1, . . . , pn}} ∪ H∗ can be understood as a representation of ¬H ∨ Hr . Together with the comple-
mentarity of (M∗∗,S∗∗) we infer H→ Hr .
From this follows in particular that (B→ E) → Hr , because apart from the pi all paths in M̂ are complementary.
On the other hand, Hr → (B→ E) is implied by Hr being a solution of HFP(B,E) . 
4.2. Minimized residue hypothesis
Examples show that in many cases the residue hypothesis can be further reduced, because quite often a large number
of literals can be deleted from the residue hypothesis without loosing neither the total connectedness nor the minimal
complementarity of the resulting matrix graph. This leads to the following deﬁnition of a hypothesis which subsumes
Hr ‘clausewise’.
Deﬁnition 4. Let (Mr ,Sr ) be a residue matrix graph whose hypothesis part is Hr ⊂ Mr .
Then, a matrix graph (Mr ,Sr ) obtained by deleting some literals from Hr , while still preserving the properties
minimal spanning and totally connected, is called a minimized residue matrix graph. The hypothesis part of Mr is
denoted by Hr .
The formula Hr derived from the hypothesis part Hr of Mr is called a minimized residue hypothesis.
In the following we will often assume that Hr and Hr stem from a maximal deletion of literals in Hr .
We get a nice minimization method (Deﬁnition 5 below) if the matrix graph (Mr ,Sr ) is acyclic. If it is not, we
may transform it into an acyclic one according to Lemma 1. For an acyclic matrix graph we can now deﬁne the special
minimized residue hypothesis HR which is easy to compute as follows:
Deﬁnition 5 (minimization). With the assumptions and notations of Deﬁnition 2,
3The generality concept used here is deﬁned in terms of logical entailment: a formula F is said to be more general than a formula G iff GF .
(Cf. the criterion (LC) in Section 2 as well.)
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Fig. 8. Minimized residue graph (MR7 ,SR7 ) .
1. we get with Lemma 1 from (Mr ,Sr ) a matrix graph (MR,SR) which is minimal complementary, totally
connected and acyclic.
2. We call a minimization step the deletion of a literal L in the H-part HR of MR , whose connection partner—i.e.,
the unique literal K − MR with (L,K) ∈ SR—is multiply connected in SR . We also remove the connection
(L,K) from SR .
3. We apply these minimization steps iteratively—which requires multiply connected connection partners in the sets
of connections iteratively derived from SR—until no further literal in HR can be deleted. The minimized residue
matrix graph obtained this way will be denoted by (MR,SR) and its H-part by HR .
4. We denote by HR the minimized residue hypothesis constructed from HR in the same way as we constructed
Hr from Hr in Deﬁnition 2 (point 4 ).
As mentioned in Deﬁnition 4 we will often assume that HR and HR correspond to a maximal deletion of literals in
HR , i.e., we assume that we applied minimization steps until no further one is possible.
Example 8. Let us apply Deﬁnition 5 to the residue matrix graph (Mr7,Sr7) in Fig. 7: it is already acyclic, therefore
(MR7 ,SR7 ) := (Mr7,Sr7) . We may now delete iteratively all literals of its H-part excluding S . We obtain the matrix
graph shown in Fig. 8, where deletion is indicated by putting the respective literals in boxes.
We obtain the minimized residue hypothesis HR7 := S .
In order to preserve total connectedness during the minimization process of Deﬁnition 5, it is obvious that the literal
K (in Deﬁnition 5(2)) must be multiply connected. On the other hand, we will show in Theorem 5 that the minimization
also preserves minimal complementarity. That the single requirement that K must be multiply connected is sufﬁcient,
relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let (M,S) be a minimal complementary normal form matrix graph that is acyclic and (K,L0) a con-
nection in S such that #S(K)=1 and #S(L0) > 1.
Furthermore, let M′ be the matrix obtained from M by deleting K and S′ := S \ {(K,L0)} . Then the matrix
graph (M′,S′) is minimal complementary. (Quite trivially, (M′,S′) is again acyclic and in normal form.)
Proof. Let us ﬁrst introduce some more notation: there are columns C, CK ∈ M with K ∈ CK and L0 ∈ C . We
assume C to be of the form {L0, L1, . . . , Ln} (n ≥ 0) and we deﬁne C′K := CK \ {K} .
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In addition, we deﬁne
N := M \ {C},
N ′ := M′ \ {C}
and for i = 0, . . . , n we deﬁne
Ni := {Li} ∪N ,
N ′i := {Li} ∪N ′
C′K cannot be empty, because in this case for every path p with L0 ∈ p it holds that K ∈ p , and, therefore,
every connection with L0 , other than (K,L) , would be superﬂuous in contradiction to minimality of (M,S) and
#S(L0) > 1. For C′K = ∅ the complementarity of (M′,S′) follows from vertical restriction, i.e., we drop some
literals from some columns without emptying them [6, Lemma 24].
In order to show minimality we assume that S′ is not minimal spanning for M′ . Then there exists a subset T′ ⊂ S′ ,
T′ = S′ , which is minimal spanning for M′ . Obviously, for all i = 0, . . . , n the matrix graphs (N ′i ,T′|N ′i ) are
complementary (due to vertical restriction) and we may choose for each i = 0, . . . , n a subset T′i ⊂ T′|N ′i which is
minimal spanning for N ′i .
Our intention is to show that
n⋃
i=0
T′i ∪ {(K,L0)}
is spanning for M . Since this set of connections is a proper subset of S , we have a contradiction to S being minimal
spanning for M .
First of all we show that the column C cannot be isolated in (M′,T′): Obviously, we get a spanning set for M
as the union of T′ and an arbitrary spanning set of connections T ⊂ S for the matrix MK := (M \ {CK}) ∪ {K} ,
because T′ makes all paths in M complementary which do not go through K, while T assures complementarity of
all those through K. We get immediately S = T ∪ T′ from T ∪ T′ ⊂ S and S being minimal. Since the connection
(K,L0) cannot be in T′ due to K −/ M′ , it follows (K,L0) ∈ T . Here we get #T(L0) = 1, because for every path p
in MK holds K ∈ p , and consequently, every path p with L0 ∈ p has the connection (L0,K) , and thus every other
connection with L0 would be superﬂuous. Now #S(L0) > 1 implies #T′(L0) > 0.
We show that for i = 0, . . . , n the literals Li cannot be isolated in (N ′i ,T′i ): If there exists a j ∈ {0, . . . , n} with
Lj isolated in (N ′j ,T′j ) , the set of connections T′j would be spanning for N ′ . Consequently, T′j would be spanning
for M′ , and C would be isolated in (M′,T′j ) . Since T′ is minimal spanning for M′ and T′j ⊂ T′ , we would get
T′j = T′ and C would be isolated in (M′,T′) in contradiction to what we showed before.
For all i > 0 the column C′K ∈ N ′i is isolated w.r.t. T′i : If for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} the column C′K were not isolated
in (N ′j ,T′j ) , then there would exist a regular connection chain C from Lj to a literal in C′K , i.e., we would arrive
at C′K during a proof search process [6, Lemma 32]. However, this would imply the cycle C + [[K,L0]] in S in
contradiction to S being assumed acyclic.
We come to the conclusion: Since for all i = 1, . . . , n the column C′K is isolated in (N ′i ,T′i ) , T′i is also spanning
for the matrix Ni . (The isolated column C′K is replaced by CK = C′K ∪ {K} .)
For i = 0 we get the following: each path p in N0 is either a path in N ′0 or it goes through K. In the ﬁrst case p
contains a connection from T′0 . In the second case, the connection (K,L0) would make p complementary, because
all paths in N0 go through L0 as well. Consequently, T′0 ∪ {(K,L0)} is spanning for N0 .
We ﬁnally obtain that
⋃n
i=1 T
′
i ∪ (T′0 ∪ {(K,L0)}) is spanning for M = N ∪ {{L0, . . . , Ln}} . Since
⋃n
i=0 T
′
i ⊂
T′ ⊂ S′ and T′ = S′ we obtain ⋃ni=0 T′i ∪ {(K,L0)} = S in contradiction to the minimality of S . 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Deﬁnition 2 a (normal-form) matrix graph (MR,SR) constructed itera-
tively according to Deﬁnition 5 is minimal complementary and totally connected. This implies that HR is a relevant
hypothesis.
Proof. The mentioned matrix properties are preserved because we get the following for each minimization step:
Complementarity is preserved according to the properties of vertical restriction [6, Lemma 24]. Total connectedness is
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preserved due to the requirement that L0 must be multiply connected. Minimality follows with iterative application of
Lemma 2. 
Obviously, the minimization method given above is not deterministic, nor is this the case with the removal of cycles,
and thus various different minimized residue hypotheses may be created.
The minimization method given in Deﬁnition 5 is certainly not the only one which can be imagined. Its advantage
lies in the ‘local’ literal deletion criterion—no global properties like minimality must be rechecked. Its drawback comes
from the preceding cycle removal, which goes hand in hand with an increase of the size of the matrix, which is greater
than the increase of the size of the set of connections. Consequently, (multiple) connectedness of literals decreases and
thus the potential for literal deletion, and we might have to pay for with larger hypotheses. However, in many important
cases—for instance, in case of just one non-complementary path as given by reduced Horn Theories [21] —the residue
matrix graph is already acyclic and then the minimization method given in Deﬁnition 5 can be applied directly.
Apart from being relevant hypotheses, residue hypotheses andminimized residue hypotheses also fulﬁll the following
additional logical appropriateness criterion which makes precise the logical smallness criterion (LP.b).
Deﬁnition 6. A hypothesis H for a HFP(B,E) respects the deductive content of HFP(B,E) iff there is a minimal
complementary matrix graph (M,S) for B ∧ H → E such that S|M̂ is subspanning for M̂ , where M̂ is the part
of M stemming from B→ E .
Theorem 6. The hypotheses Hr and Hr for a HFP(B,E) respect its deductive content.
Proof. For the construction of the residue matrix graph we started with a minimal spanning set S of connections
for M̂ . This set was then extended to Sr , i.e., S ⊂ Sr . During the transition from (Mr ,Sr ) to (Mr ,Sr ) only
connections with literals in the hypothesis part were deleted, i.e., connections from Sr \S , and consequently, S ⊂ Sr
holds. 
This means that the hypotheses Hr and Hr exploit the deductive potential contained in B → E as much as
possible and just supplement it in order to establish a proof. For matrices this means that the extension of an absolutely
complementary path in M̂ through the added hypothesis part remains complementary due to a connection inSM̂ , while
new connections are only added for the complementarity of the (continuation of the) absolutely non-complementary
paths in SM̂ .
An extreme example of disrespect of the deductive content of a HFP(B,E) is the “modus ponens proof” with the
hypothesis B → E , which contains no connection from SM̂ and all paths in the matrix for B ∧ (B → E) → E
are complementary due to connections between the B-part of the matrix and the hypothesis and connections between
the E-part of the matrix and the hypothesis. Of course, respect of deductive content tells not all about the quality of a
hypothesis as a supplement added to B → E , which can be seen if Hr and Sr are compared to Hr and Sr . This is
here where criterion (LP.c) comes in.
Deﬁnition 7. Given two hypotheses H1 and H2 for a HFP(B,E) . Then H1 is a smaller deductive supplement than
H2 iff there are complementary matrix graphs (M1,S1) and (M2,S2) derived from B∧H1 → E and B∧H2 → E ,
respectively, for which holds S1 = S2 and S1 ⊂ S2 .
Obviously, Hr and HR are usually smaller deductive supplements than Hr .
4.3. Lifting to ﬁrst-order logic
For lifting our relevant hypothesis concepts to ﬁrst-order logic we need the facts and concepts from Section 3.3.
We deﬁne a ﬁrst order HFP analogously to the propositional case, but with closed ﬁrst order formulae B , E and H .
The next deﬁnition adapts our hypothesis concepts to ﬁrst order logic.
Deﬁnition 8. For a ﬁrst-order HFP(B,E) we proceed as follows:
• We create a compound ground instance M̂ of the matrix m(B→ E)
• We generate a minimized residue hypothesis Hr from M̂
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Fig. 9. Matrix graph of Example 9.
• We generalize Hr through anti-instantiation, i.e., in each column we replace certain terms of our choice by variables;
maybe we replace all of them.
• We close the ‘anti-instantiated’ Hr universally.
Example 9. We consider the HFP(B9,E9) with
B9 := even (0) ∧ ∀x(odd (x) → even(s(x))) and E9 := odd (s(s(s(0))))
in the domain of natural numbers which we represent as successors of 0. Transforming B9 → E9 afﬁrmatively
into disjunctive normal form we obtain the matrix {even(0), {odd(x), even(s(x))}, odd(s(s(s(0))))} . Fig. 9 shows the
ground instance x → s(0) of this matrix together with the residue hypothesis.
Being ground, we can consider this matrix as a propositional one and apply the minimization ideas from before
(Deﬁnition 5), i.e., we drop the literals in the boxes. (Note that the residue matrix graph is acyclic.)
If we anti-instantiate the two columns (now without the boxed literals) in the H-part—we replace 0 in the left column
and s(s(0)) in the right column by a variable—the two columns coincide and this yields the hypothesis
H9 = ∀y(even (y) → odd (s(y)))
From our knowledge about natural numbers most people consider this hypothesis a very reasonable one to explain
E9 from B9 .
Example 10. We give a further ﬁrst order example taken from Euclidean geometry.
First some notation (compare Fig. 10): We denote by ABC a triangle with vertexes A, B and C. Congruence of
triangles ABC and PQR is denoted by ABC ≡ PQR .
We denote by AB the (straight line) segment between the points A and B, and the equality AB = AC expresses
that these two segments are of equal length. (Fig. 10 shows a triangle ABC with this property.)
D•BC means that D is a point on the straight line through the two points B and C. (Compare again Fig. 10)
By B  AC we refer to the angle at point B between the straight lines BA and BC . (Note that in Fig. 10 this angle
may also be referred to as B  AD .)
(a) means that a is a right angle. (In Fig. 10 the angles D  AB and D  AC are right angles, which means that
(D  AB) and (D  AC) hold.)
Let us imagine that someone, while looking at triangles ABC —such as in Fig. 10 — observes that equal angles at
the vertexes B and C are entailed by AB = AC .
He/she would like to know how to ‘explain’ this observation from the following background theory, i.e., how to
prove it.
(i) He/she knows that theorems about the equality of angles are usually proved via the congruence of two triangles,
(ii) and this is often done with the support of a perpendicular straight line from a point, e.g., the vertex A, to another
straight line.
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Fig. 10. Example visualizing the notation of Example 10.
(iii) Moreover, he/she knows that angles can be addressed via crossing points of straight lines and they are rather
independent from the points by which we ﬁx the straight lines themselves.
On the basis of this background knowledge he/she would like to know which additional knowledge (hypothesis) on
congruence of two triangles might be needed to prove the observation.
This situation can be represented as HFP(B10,E10) with
B10 := ∀ x y z u v w (xyz ≡ uvw → y  xz = v  uw) (3)
∧ ∀ abc ∃ d ( d •bc ∧ (d  ab) ∧ (d  ac) ) (4)
∧ ∀ abcd ( d •cb ∧ b  ad = c  ad → b  ac = c  ab ) (5)
and with
E10 := ∀ abc (ab = ac → b  ac = c  ab), (6)
where the lines (3)–(5) correspond to the items (i)–(iii) above.
The background theory B10 contains an existential quantiﬁer which can be removed by replacing the existentially
quantiﬁed variable d by a Skolem function D(a, b, c) .
We get the ground matrix shown in Fig. 11:
• For getting a ground instance we start by replacing the variables a, b and c in the E-part by constants A, B and C.
Through uniﬁcation they are propagated into the B-part where they determine in its rightmost column the Skolem
term D(a, b, c) as D(A,B,C) . Further uniﬁcations entail further propagation of this ground term and it turns out
as compatible with the entire B-part for which reason we use this instantiation of D(a, b, c) throughout. (Since the
function D’s arguments are always the same, we write just D in the matrix in Fig. 11 for reasons of space.)
• As before literals in boxes are removed during minimization.
• We ﬁnally anti-instantiate the H-part.
With our approach this yields the minimized residue hypothesis:
H10 := ∀ xx′yy′uu′
(
xy = x′y′ ∧(u  xy) ∧(u′  x′y′) → xyu ≡ x′y′u′
)
.
Let us conclude this example with a look at the size of the H-part in Fig. 11: we could well have read a hypothesis
from the H-part without prior minimization, but it is obvious, that a hypothesis obtained this way would be overloaded
with unessential facts such as stemming from B  AD = C  AD and B  AC = C  AB . This supports our striving for
syntactical smallness.
4.4. Relevant hypotheses revisited
The purpose of this section is to relate the hypothesis concepts presented in this paper to Relevance Logic, thus
motivating why we speak about relevant hypotheses. Based on the material on Relevance Logic and its matrix charac-
terization of Section 3.4 we get immediately the following theorem.
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Fig. 11. Matrix graph of HFP(B10,E10) .
Fig. 12. Matrix for B11 → E11 and matrix graph of HFP(B11,E11) .
Theorem 7. For a given HFP(B,E) , the formulae B∗∨¬Hr ∨E∗ and B∗∨¬Hr ∨E∗ are theorems of multiplicative
RelevanceLogic,whereB∗ and E∗ are disjunctive normal form formulae,which in the propositional case are equivalent
to ¬B and E , respectively, and which are compound ground instances of disjunctive normal forms derived from ¬B
and E , respectively, in the ﬁrst order case.
Proof. For B∗ ∨ ¬Hr ∨ E∗ we know from Theorem 3 that the matrix graph (Mr ,Sr ) is minimal complementary
and totally connected. For B∗ ∨ ¬Hr ∨ E∗ the same holds for the respective matrix graph according to its Deﬁnition
4. Therefore, our claims follow with Theorem 2. 
Since the hypothesis HR is just a special case of a minimized residue hypothesis, B∗ ∨¬HR ∨E∗ is also a theorem
of multiplicative Relevance Logic.
At ﬁrst sight Theorem 7 seems to be unsatisfactory, because it says nothing about the formula B ∧ H → E itself
which is a direct representation of a given HFP(B,E) and a solution H .
However, the formal transition from HFP(B,E) to HFP(¬B∗,E∗) is well motivated by the following observation:
although for every HFP(B,E) there exists a relevant hypothesis H such that B∧H→ E is a theorem of multiplicative
Relevance Logic—for instance, B → E would be such a hypothesis—the further formulae B ∧ ¬Hr → E and
B ∧ ¬Hr → E are in general no theorems of multiplicative Relevance Logic.
Example 11. Let us consider the background theory B11 := (C → (K ∧ (A → B))) and the example E11 := (A →
B) . Without transformation to normal form we get the matrix {{C, {K, {A,B}}}, A, B} representing the formula
( C → (K ∧ (A → B)) ) → (A → B) , which is shown on the left in Fig. 12.
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This matrix has only one absolutely non-complementary path {C,A,B} which yields the residue hypothesis A →
B ∨C and the residue matrix graph shown on the right in Fig. 12. It represents no theorem of multiplicative Relevance
Logic since the literal K is not connected.
5. Comparison to related work
5.1. Utmost generality of our approach
The hypothesis ﬁnding approach presented in this paper is more general than what is traditionally considered in the
literature. Previous methods—in contrast to our approach—labor essentially under the following two shortcomings:
(Some remarks about the recent exception [13] will be made in the conclusion.)
(A) Strong syntactic restrictions: They do not allow syntactically unrestricted HFP which restricts the problems their
approaches can deal with. In addition, they also impose syntactical restrictions on the hypotheses to be generated,
whichmay preclude interesting hypotheses. All this is usuallymotivated by their development of hypothesis ﬁnding
procedures with very speciﬁc applications in mind.
(B) Fact-focusedness: They do not fully exploit the knowledge provided by a HFP(B,E) , since the implicational
knowledge contained therein is only used for augmenting the amount of facts—positive or negative ones by
forward or backward reasoning—but the implicational knowledge—in contrast to facts—may not get integrated
into the hypotheses.
We explain (A) more precisely with the following observation: in abductive inference [9,10,17,18] hypotheses are
required to be ground facts or conjunctions of ground facts. The Saturation Method [19], popular not only in ILP, but
also in Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), only allows hypotheses which consist of exactly one deﬁnite clause.
Restrictions like these are quite appealing as they permit hypothesis ﬁnding procedures which are useful in speciﬁc
applications.
The hypotheses generated by these methods have the advantage of being generally of rather compact size, but on the
other hand, as shown in [8,24] the generated hypotheses are stronger than B → E and, for only a few cases, they are
logically equivalent to B→ E . The reason why so much attention has been given to this question of logical equivalence
to B→ E is due to the fact that semantical weakness seems to be the tacit ideal of logical smallness underlying those
approaches which can be understood as variants of Plotkin’s methods. At least in the propositional case, our residue
hypothesis is logically equivalent to B → E and it exists for every HFP(B,E) . Although the process of minimizing
the residue hypothesis strengthens it, this strengthening is limited as it is based on preserving the deductive content.
Relevant hypotheses alone, with their obligation to make use of all the constituents of B and E , have already
advantages over these previous approaches. This lead is further increased by our minimized residue hypothesis, where
implicational knowledge may be integrated into hypotheses. The beneﬁt thereof is the derivation of hypotheses which
are beyond the reach of the previous approaches (see Example 9).
That syntactic restrictions may preclude hypotheses is rather obvious, but we should stress (B): all the previous
approaches listed above can be characterized as fact-focused as a consequence of restrictions imposed on the use of
implicational knowledge. In quite general terms we may argue that, when looking at concrete application scenarios,
we encounter implicational knowledge which expresses customs, laws and regulations which may well differ from one
application scenario to the other. Since this implicational knowledge also partly characterizes an application scenario, it
may be responsible for the occurrence or non-occurrence of certain examples (observations). Therefore, it should also
play a decisive role in explaining these examples and thus—if necessary—should be enabled to ‘enter’ the generated
hypotheses in some way.
Example 12. For instance, different cultures have different customs, laws, regulations and what we observe may well
depend on them. For instance, driving on the right side on the European continent and on the left side in Japan. Consider
the case that a sightseer from the European continent visits Japan. His/her background knowledge of the trafﬁc system
would contain B12 := (E → R) where E and R respectively represent “on the European continent” and “driving on
the right side”. He/she would ﬁnd in Japan cars driving on the left side: E12 := L∧J where L and J represent “driving
on the left side” and “in Japan” respectively.
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Fig. 13. Matrix graph of HFP(B12,E12) .
Fig. 14. Acyclic matrix graph of HFP(B12,E12) .
With our approach we get the matrix graph in Fig. 13. Since this matrix graph contains cycles, we cannot apply the
minimization method from Deﬁnition 5. We may either minimize ‘by hand’, i.e., we drop literals from the H-part and
check after each step whether the resulting matrix graph is still minimal spanning and totally connected, or we remove
ﬁrst the cycles according to Lemma 1.
Pursuing the ﬁrst way, by dropping the literals in boxes in Fig. 13, we may arrive at the hypothesis H∗ = (E ∨L)∧
(E ∨ J ) ∧ (¬R ∨ J ) = (¬E → L) ∧ (¬E → J ) ∧ (R → J ) . This hypothesis contains interesting fragments like
¬E → L , which says ‘if not being on the European continent, then drive on the left side’, or ¬E → J , which says
‘if not being on the European continent, then you are in Japan’.
Pursuing the second way, we remove the cycles according to Lemma 1 and get the matrix graph shown in Fig. 14.
We may drop one of the literals L and J each—we marked our decisions with putting literals in boxes—and we get
H
r
12 = (E∨L)∧¬R∧ (E∨J )∧¬R = (¬E → L)∧¬R∧ (¬E → J ) as minimized residue hypothesis. It contains
the same interesting fragments as H∗ above.
Note that hypotheses like H∗ or Hr12 in Example 12 cannot be derived with fact-focused methods. Applied to a
HFP(B,E) , a fact-focused method computes literals from B and E , which are then either combined into a disjunctive
formula
∨n
i=1 Li or into a conjunctive formula
∧n
i=1 Li which acts as hypothesis, i.e., such that B,
∨n
i=1 Li E resp.
B,
∧n
i=1 Li E holds.
(a) In the ﬁrst case—where we have to derive ∨ni=1 Li such that B,∨ni=1 Li E—this implies B,¬E ∧ni=1 ¬Li
and
∨n
i=1 Li ¬B∨E . From this follows that there must be singleton literals which are derivable from B∧ ¬E
or, equivalently, from which ¬B ∨ E can be derived.
In the setting of Example 12, thismeans that theremust be singleton literalswhich are derivable fromB12∧¬E12 =
(¬E∨R)∧ (¬L∨¬J ) or, equivalently, from which ¬B12 ∨E12 = (E∧¬R)∨ (L∧J ) can be derived. However,
by simply testing all literals, i.e., all propositional variables and their negations, we can verify that no such literal
is derivable in the one case or can be found in the other.
(b) In the second case—wherewehave to derive∧ni=1 Li such thatB,∧ni=1 Li E—this impliesB,¬E ∨ni=1 ¬Li
and
∧n
i=1 Li ¬B ∨ E .
If we try—in the setting of Example 12—to derive a disjunction of literals from B,¬E , we only get ¬E ∨ R or
¬L ∨ ¬J . By negating these formulae we get E ∧ ¬R and L ∧ J as the only possible hypotheses.
Note in addition, that the ﬁrst hypothesis is just the negated background theory, which we consider an absolutely
uninteresting hypothesis, while the second one is just the given example, which we consider as too strong a
hypothesis.
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5.2. Relevance in logic versus relevance in ILP
The concept of relevance was often deﬁned in the ﬁeld of ILP independently from the ﬁeld of deductive logic. In
ILP, relevance has been used mainly for the reduction of search spaces, which went hand in hand with postulating
criteria which restricted the appropriateness of formulae as hypotheses.
For example, Midelfart [14] introduced relevance as a relation between a hypothesis H , a background theory B
and an example E , under the assumption that all clauses are Horn. More precisely, a ﬁnite set of Horn clauses H is a
relevant hypothesis if and only if B∧N ∧HE , but B∧N  E , where N is the set of all negative literals derivable
from the background theory B and the negation of the example E . He did not use any proof theoretical concept in his
deﬁnition.
In [12] relevance is deﬁned as a relation between literals in a generated hypothesis. When a hypothesis is generated
by expansion from a singleton literal to a disjunction of literals, this relevance concept is used to avoid that literals
irrelevant for explaining the examples are added to the hypothesis. A similar concept of relevance is introduced in [20]
in order to assure the consistency of hypotheses with the hypothesis ﬁnding method proposed there.
All these concepts of relevance and their use are somewhat orthogonal to ours, since they focus mainly on the
search spaces, while ours focuses on the proofs themselves. Therefore, fruitful combinations might be expected in the
long run.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a new approach to hypothesis ﬁnding. It is less based on generative procedural ideas, but
primarily on an analysis of desirable properties of hypotheses in view of properties of the proofs to achieve with them.
The decisive turn is the shift in logical smallness from semantics to proof theory by giving up classical semantical
weakness in favor of conditions imposed on the ‘deductive structure’ of proofs: it is the shift from a preference relation
on hypotheses to a preference relation on proofs, which in turn induces again a preference relation on hypotheses
occurring in these proofs. This has the advantage that a new trade-off has been found between logical smallness and
syntactical smallness.
In Section 5 we discussed brieﬂy the relationship of our approach to traditional work in this ﬁeld—see [7] for
a comparison to the Bottom Method [23,15]—and we pointed out in which respect our approach overcomes some
traditional restrictions. An interesting recent approach, which is also more general than traditional ones, is [13]. The
author gives an algorithm which derives weakest sufﬁcient conditions from a given background theory and an example,
where he uses only a semantical weakness condition.4 In our terminology this means that he only tries to model logical
smallness, while our main issue is the trade-off between logical and syntactical smallness, for the achievement of
which we are willing to sacriﬁce utmost logical smallness. (A further difference to our work lies in our focus on proof
theoretical instead of semantical criteria.)
An interesting important aspect of our approach is that, in contrast to many others, it does not rely heavily on concepts
of subsumption, neither in theory nor in practice. For this reason we could easily overcome the frequent restriction of
hypotheses to single clauses. Instead of comparing different possible hypothesis clauses of which the desired one is
computed via subsumption, our approach for generating the minimized residue hypothesis focuses on the construction
of a special proof which satisﬁes a nice set of properties. Subsumption can only be detected as a consequence: the
minimized residue hypothesis subsumes the residue hypothesis ‘clausewise’.
Linking this way a generated hypothesis to a proof—recorded by a matrix graph—also yields a representation of the
way a hypothesis relates to the background theory and the example.
We intend to continue the presented research work by carrying out more case studies and by investigating further
reﬁnements and extensions of the exploited proof theoretical properties. In particular, there seems to be quite some
space left for ﬁne-tuning the relevance logic criterion ((LP.a) and Deﬁnition 1), e.g., by thinking about treating the
example and the background theory in different ways, or by suitably preprocessing—reaxiomatizing—B and E , e.g.,
by removing derivationally redundant parts, before the hypothesis generation process is started.
4 Note that [13] deﬁnes: H is weaker than H′ iff T H′ → H for a theory T, while we just used H′ → H (not taking into account T) in
Theorem 4, where we mentioned a semantical weakness result about one of our hypotheses. (Cf. footnote to paragraph before Theorem 4 as well.)
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In addition, for the concept of syntactical smallness—somewhat neglected in this paper as considered intuitively clear
for the treated examples—a suitable precise deﬁnition has to be worked out. Also the ﬁrst-order case, of course more
complicated than the propositional one, deserves further attention: for instance, although the hypothesis H9 obtained
in Example 9 is quite impressive, it might be objected that it is a rather strong one. Since its strength is mainly due to
the anti-instantiation step, we consider the investigation of weaker forms of anti-instantiation and of criteria for their
application, together with their combination with the two preceding steps, a vital issue of further research.
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